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Abstract—Recently, many deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-based task scheduling algorithms have been widely used in edge

computing (EC) to reduce energy consumption. Unlike the existing algorithms considering fixed and fewer edge nodes (servers) and

tasks, in this article, a representation model with a DRL based algorithm is proposed to adapt the dynamic change of nodes and tasks

and solve the dimensional disaster in DRL caused by a massive scale. Specifically, 1) we apply the representation learning models to

describe the different nodes and tasks in EC, i.e., nodes and tasks are mapped to corresponding vector sub-spaces to reduce the

dimensions and store the vector space efficiently. 2) With the space after dimensionality reduction, a DRL-based algorithm is employed

to learn the vector representations of nodes and tasks and make scheduling decisions. 3) The experiments are conducted with the real-

world data set, and the results show that the proposed representation model with DRL-based algorithm outperforms the baselines

18.04 and 9.94 percent on average regarding energy consumption and service level agreement violation (SLAV), respectively.

Index Terms—Edge computing, task scheduling, representation learning, reinforcement learning

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, with the rapid growth in the number of
Internet of things (IoT) devices, cloud computing, which

is relatively far apart from these devices, cannot meet appli-
cations that have strict requirements for delay or mobility,
such as real-time video streaming and real-time object
detection [1], [2]. To compensate for these weaknesses in
cloud computing, edge computing (EC) [3] paradigm cur-
rently can play important roles. In EC, tasks are generated
from mobile users and offloaded to edge nodes (edge serv-
ers) to be processed [4]. Since nodes are deployed in the
edge of networks with limited computation capacity, how
to schedule the tasks efficiently has drawn wide attention
[5]. Through efficient task scheduling, significant savings in
energy consumption and improvement in service level
agreement violations (SLAV) can be achieved in EC. To
design a better scheduling strategy, the researchers have
proposed optimization methods based on greedy [6],
dynamic programming [7], linear programming [8], etc.,
and made some improvements. Recently, with the develop-
ment of deep learning, deep reinforcement learning (DRL)-
based optimization methods have been paid more attention

[9], [10]. Compared with traditional optimization algo-
rithms, DRL-based algorithms can get a more efficient
scheduling strategy [11], [12]. However, due to the complex
EC environments in real-world, DRL-based algorithms still
face two major challenges.

First, in real-world EC scenarios, some nodes can be
dynamically turned off (or turned on) to save energy (or
meet the computation requirements). Moreover, the number
of pending and running tasks is also dynamically changed.
However, existing DRL-based algorithms cannot handle the
dynamic increase or decrease of nodes and tasks efficiently
[13]. Therefore, how to effectively represent the dynamic
environment to adapt to the dynamic changes of nodes and
tasks and further improve the scalability of the algorithm is
a major challenge. Second, current DRL algorithms assume
the environment with relatively small state sets and action
sets, while real EC scenarios have a large number of hetero-
geneous nodes and tasks. This requires processing a large
amount of data. Moreover, each node or task has its proper-
ties, e.g., nodes with resource capacities, etc., and tasks with
resource request, allocation, etc. Those make it difficult to
store all the information directly, and further lead to dimen-
sional disasters. Therefore, how to store the entire environ-
ment information effectively, save computing resources,
and make fast decisions is another major challenge.

To solve the above challenges, data compression and
dimensionality reduction techniques are necessary. By com-
pressing and mapping a high-dimensional state space to a
low-dimensional vector space, and at the same time as little
as possible affecting the relations between the original data,
the state of the environment can be represented effectively
and the problem of dimensional disasters can be solved. In
this paper, the representation learning is introduced and
improved to dynamically represent the EC environment
and reduce the state dimension of DRL. In representation
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learning, the entities and relations are the main components,
which are similar as vertices and edges in graphs [14].
Moreover, relations are generally interpreted as translations
operating on the low-dimensional representations of the
entities (called TransE) [15].

Before employing the representation learning, first the
entities and relations in EC are defined with two levels (as
shown in Fig. 1, more details see Section 3.2). The tasks and
nodes themselves without any properties are denoted as the
first-level entities. As for the first-level entities, the relations
between tasks and their properties are defined as resource
requirements, and the relations between nodes and their
properties are defined as resource utilization. Then, the tasks
and nodes with corresponding properties, and the environ-
ment are defined as the second-level entities, where the envi-
ronment includes the set of tasks and nodes. The relation
between the second-level entities is defined as the sche-
duling decision, i.e., the relation is extracted to get the
corresponding node when a task comes into a specific envi-
ronment. With representation learning, new arriving tasks
and devices in EC and the communications between devices
can also be easily defined different entities and relations,
which makes the algorithm very scalable. The entities and
relations then can be represented with vectors and distances
between vectors, respectively.

A novel representation model TransEC is proposed with
the entities and relations defined above,whichmaps the tasks,
nodes, and environment of EC to different vector subspace.
Specifically, embedding layers are first used to embed the
tasks and nodes to different sub-spaces. Then, linear transfor-
mations and convolution neural networks (CNNs) [16] are
used to extract the potential features of the environment and
map the extracted knowledge to another sub-space. Finally,
the relations are extracted among second-level entities with
our TransECmodel.

With the help of TransECmodel to reduce the state dimen-
sion efficiently, scheduling decisions in large-scale and
dynamic EC environment can be solved by DRL. Among dif-
ferent DRL algorithms, theDeepQ-Learning (DQL) algorithm
is chosen since it is suitable for fast decision-making [17]. In

this paper, a novel TransEC-DQL algorithm is proposed,
which can train the TransEC model and make the scheduling
decision efficiently. Moreover, the training frequency of the
TransEC-DQL algorithm are modified to take not only the
state knowledge of the current time slot, which includes the
distributions of resource situation of tasks and nodes, but also
the state knowledge around this time slot into consideration.
And the double Q-learning is adopted to further improving
the performance of DQL [18].

To sum up, in this paper, first the entities and relations
are defined. Then, a novel TransEC model is proposed to
represent the tasks, nodes, environment, and their relations
into a vector space. Third, to learn the representations and
make task scheduling decisions, TransEC-DQL algorithm is
designed and implemented. Our contributions are summa-
rized as follows:

1) We apply the representation learning to describe the
dynamic and large-scale nodes and tasks in EC.
Moreover, a novel TransEC model is proposed to
map nodes and tasks to corresponding vector sub-
spaces to reduce the dimensions and store the vector
space efficiently.

2) With the space after dimensionality reduction, the
TransEC-DQL algorithm is proposed to learn the
vector representations of nodes and tasks and make
scheduling decisions. Furthermore, the state of the
algorithm is modified to a resource level based dis-
tribution for better scalability.

3) The experiments are conducted with real-world data
set. The experimental results show that the perfor-
mance of our algorithm is better than baselines 18.04
and 9.94 percent on average regarding energy con-
sumption and SLAV, respectively.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the related work of representation learning and DRL is
introduced. Then, the system model and TransEC model are
proposed in Sections 3 and 2.1, respectively. Finally, the DQL
based task scheduling algorithm and the experimental results
are shown in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, the related work of representation learning
models and DRL algorithms are introduced in Sections 2.1
and 2.2, respectively.

2.1 Representation Learning Models

Representation learning is usually used in knowledge graph
(KG) to represent the entities and relations of a KG into con-
tinuous vector spaces to reduce the dimension and simplify
the manipulation [19]. Considering a graph, entities with
different types and attributes are the vertices in the graph,
while different types of relations are the edges of the
graph [14]. Usually, they are represented as triple facts
ðhead entity; relation; tail entityÞ, also denoted as ðh; r; tÞ,
indicating the relation between two entities [20].

With entity and relation representations, we can further
complete KG, extract relations, etc. Most of the currently pro-
posedmethods perform the representation tasks based on the
observed facts. Given a KG, such a method first represents

Fig. 1. Two-level relation between tasks and nodes.
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entities and relations in a continuous vector space and defines
a scoring function on each fact to measure its plausibility.
Then entity and relation representations can be obtained by
maximizing the total plausibility of observed facts [19].

Among different representation learning models, TransE
[15] is the most representative translational distance model,
which represents both entities and relations as vectors in the
same vector spaceRd. In TransE, the relation is interpreted as
a translation vector r to connect the embedded entities h and t
by r with the least error, i.e., hþ r � t when the fact ðh; r; tÞ
holds. The scoring function is defined as the distance between
hþ r and t and expected to be small if ðh; r; tÞ holds.

Despite its simplicity and efficiency, TransE has flaws in
dealingwith 1-to-N, N-to-1, andN-to-N relations [14], [21]. To
overcome these disadvantages, TransH [21] follows the gen-
eral idea by introducing relation-specific hyperplanes, i.e., the
entity representations h and t are projected onto a hyperplane
before calculating the scoring function. TransR [14] shares a
very similar idea with TransH, but it introduces relation-spe-
cific spaces instead of hyperplanes. Furthermore, TransD [22]
simplifies TransR by further decomposing the projection
matrix into a product of two vectors. TranSparse [23] is
another work that simplifies TransR by enforcing sparseness
on the projectionmatrix.

2.2 Deep Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

Under uncertain and stochastic environments, most of the
decision-making problems can be modeled as aMarkov Deci-
sion Process (MDP) [24] with large-scale and complicated
state space and action space. Compared with traditional
machine learning methods, reinforcement learning can make
decisions efficiently, which is suitable for the area of commu-
nications and networking [25]. To solve the problem of the
dimensional disaster of large-scaleMDP, DRL is adopted [10].
Liu, et. al. [13] propose a novel hierarchical framework in the
cloud data center to achieve the trade-off between energy con-
sumption and processing delaywith DRL technology.

Among different DRL algorithms, the DQL algorithm
can find a policy with complicated system models. Gener-
ally, the DQL algorithm is used along with some improve-
ments, like particle swarm optimization [26], double Q-
learning [18], and dueling network [27], etc. He et. al. [28]
use DQL to improve the scheduling performance of Vehicu-
lar Ad-hoc NETworks. Ferreira et.al. [29] show that the DQL
can be used for the rate control to achieve multiple objec-
tives in complex communication systems. Tang et. al. [30]
model the container migration decision problem as a multi-
dimensional MDP, and solve it by DQL. Besides, He et. al.
[31] propose a DQL framework for energy-efficient resource
allocation in green wireless networks.

In this paper, to effectively extract the relations of EC and
reduce the dimension, the novel TransEC model and the
TransEC-DQL algorithm are proposed and introduced in
the next sections.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the system model is introduced. First, the
entities of tasks, nodes, and environment and the relations
between entities are described in Section 3.1. Then, the task
scheduling problem is formulated in Section 3.2.

3.1 Entities and Relations

The main components of EC are the tasks and nodes, which
are also the key components for task scheduling. Based on
these components, the entities and relations of EC are
defined for representation learning [15].

First, the main components of EC are defined as two types
of entities: tasks and nodes. The tasks are generated from
users, and sent to nodes to be processed. While the nodes are
belonging to EC and provide computation resource. Let
T ¼ fT1; T2; . . . ; Tmg and N ¼ fN1; N2; . . . ; Nng denote the
sets of tasks and nodes, respectively. Generally, the time is
divided into time slots according to scheduling period [30].
During time slot tk, each task Ti has two properties: CPU
request and memory request, denoted as Ti:ck, Ti:mk, respec-
tively. In addition, for task Ti, its arrival time and leave time
are denoted as Ti:t0 and Ti:t1, respectively. Meanwhile, each
nodeNj has two properties: CPU capacityNj:c0 and memory
capacityNj:m0. AndNj:ck andNj:mk are denoted as the CPU
andmemory usage during tk, respectively.

After defining the entities of EC, the two-level relations
between the entities are defined. For the first-level relation,
during time slot tk, task Ti is requesting a certain amount of
CPU resource Ti:ck and memory resource Ti:mk. The rela-
tions are denoted as request between task Ti and the
requested resource amount, i.e., ðTi; request; Ti:ckÞ and
ðTi; request; Ti:mkÞ during tk. Besides, utilization is denoted
as the relation between node and its remaining resource
capacity, e.g., during tk, the CPU and memory utilization of
node Nj is denoted as ðNj; utilization;Nj:c0 �Nj:ckÞ and
ðNj; utilization;Nj:m0 �Nj:mkÞ, respectively.

Based on the first-level relation, the incoming task and the
corresponding scheduled target node with features are
regarded as entities of second-level relation. Besides, another
second-level entity, denoted as environment, is defined as the
combination of the set of tasks arrived during tk and the set of
the utilization levels of nodes during tk. The environment dur-
ing tk is denoted as Ek ¼ fðTi:ck; Ti:mkÞjTi:t0 ¼ tk \ Ti 2 Tg[
fðNj:c0 �Nj:ck;Nj:m0 �Nj:mkÞjNj 2 Ng 2 E, whereE is the
set of environment.Ek is regarded as the relation between the
task and node, i.e., the triplet is ðTi;Ek;NjÞ. In other words, as
denoted in Fig. 1, if one task Ti (entity A) with the environ-
ment Ek (relation) is known, then the corresponding node Nj

(entity B) of this task can be computed. The first-level relations
(request and utilization) are also illustrated in Fig. 1.

Generally, only the two most basic components (tasks
and nodes) of EC are considered. However, other devices of
EC can also be easily considered if needed. As long as the
devices have features like computation resources (including
CPU, memory, etc.) and have relations between each other,
they can be defined as different entities and relations. With
the definitions of entities and relations, the problem is for-
mulated in the next subsection.

3.2 Problem Formulation

In many EC scenarios, typically like wireless systems and
IoT, there are many heterogeneous devices. In addition to
the nodes with powerful computation resources, there are
also many nodes with limited computation resources,
which are typically battery constrained devices (including
Raspberry Pi, small development board, etc.). For these
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nodes, energy consumption must be considered carefully.
Besides, energy consumption can reflect the resource usage
of all nodes, thus reflecting the quality of task scheduling. A
good scheduling strategy can reduce the energy consump-
tion significantly.Furthermore, the quality of service (QoS)
needs to be optimized to meet the requirements of tasks
from mobile users, which can be denoted as SLAV [32]. To
make better use of resources and improve the QoS of users,
we aim to minimize the energy consumption and SLAV of
EC with resource constraints. CPU and memory are consid-
ered as two main resources. The CPU resource can be over-
booked [33]. If the CPU resource of one node is overbooked,
there will exist a potential SLAV. Besides, for each time slot
tk, the memory resource allocated should not exceed the
memory resource capacity of this node, which can be
denoted as

P
Ti:lk¼Nj

Ti:mk � Nj:m0, where Ti:lk is the loca-
tion of task Ti during tk.

Energy Consumption. The total energy consumption P is
equivalent to the addition of each node’s energy consump-
tion. If node Nj is switched off or set in sleep mode, its
energy consumption Pj � 0 [34]. Otherwise, its energy con-
sumption is proportional to resource utilization UjðtkÞ as
indicated in [35]

P ¼
Z jtj

k¼1
Pk; Pk ¼

Xn

j¼1 Pidle þ ðPmax � PidleÞ � UjðtkÞ
� �� �

;

where Pidle and Pmax represent the energy consumption of 0
and 100 percent CPU utilization of Nj, respectively. jtj is the
number of time slots. Pk is the energy consumption during
tk. Besides, UjðtkÞ is the resource utilization of Nj during tk,
which is defined as

UjðtkÞ ¼ min 1;

P
1fTi:lk¼Njg Ti:ck

Nj:c0

( )
;

where 1f�g is Iverson bracket, which is equivalent to 1 when
the condition is satisfied. Otherwise, it is equivalent to 0.

SLAV. SLAV is used to describe the degree of resource
shortage of nodes, which is defined as [36]

SLAV ¼
Z jtj

k¼1
SLAVkSLAVk ¼

Pm
i¼1 Ti:ck � Ti:akð ÞPm

i¼1 Ti:ck
;

where Ti:ak is the CPU resource allocated to task Ti during tk.
Our algorithm aims to reduce the cost C ¼ P þ b� SLAV

which is consisted of energy consumption P and SLAV
SLAV , where b is the parameter controlling the weight of
SLAV . The target is to find the strategy to minimize C.
Meanwhile, for each Nj, the resource constraint

P
Ti:lk¼Nj

Ti:mk � Nj:m0 should be obeyed. Therefore, the task sched-
uling problem of EC is defined as follows:

Problem 1:

min C ¼ P þ b� SLAV

s:t:
X

Ti:lk¼Nj

Ti:mk � Nj:m0; (1)

Problem 1 is an advanced bin-packing problem, which is
NP-hard and can only be solved heuristically. However,

most of the existing heuristic algorithms are unstable which
cannot solve the large-scale problem in the real-world envi-
ronment. In this problem, P and SLAV can be represented
as the addition of Pk and SLAVk during each time slot k. In
addition, the first-order transition probability of the users’
resource demands is also quasi-static for a long period and
non-uniformly distribution by properly choosing the time
slot duration [34], which is a sequential decision-making
process, and has memoryless property [37]. Therefore, this
problem can be modeled as a MDP.

To solve this problem, DQL based algorithms are
adopted. Besides, in order to solve the dimensional disaster
problem in DQL and improve the robustness of the algo-
rithm, the state needs to be represented in a form indepen-
dent of the numbers of nodes or tasks. And representation
learning models are used to reduce the dimension of the
state space of DRL efficiently. The TransEC model and the
TransEC-DQL algorithm are introduced in Sections 2.1 and
5, respectively.

4 SYSTEM REPRESENTATION

In this section, the representation method based on the defi-
nitions of entities and relations is introduced in Section 4.1.
Then, the TransEC model for relation extraction is proposed
in Section 4.2.

4.1 Representations for Entities and Relations

The tasks and nodes are represented in a vector space with
different sub-spaces, and the representation flow is shown
in Fig. 2. First, the task Ti with features like CPU Ti:c and
memory Ti:m is represented as a vector VTi , and the envi-
ronment with task and node distribution is represented as a
vector VEk

. Meanwhile, the node Nj is also represented as a
vector VNj

. Then, if VTi � VEk
¼ VNj

, the node Nj is the
selected node. The details are as follows.

During time slot tk, for task Ti, Ti:ck and Ti:mk are repre-
sented separately. First, the CPU and memory resource are
divided into X þ 1 levels, i.e., the level of Ti:ck is denoted as
LðTi:ckÞ 2 ½0; X�. Then, an embedding layer Lemb is used to
map the requested CPU value to a Y -dimension vector
space denoted as VTi:ck . The process of the embedding layer
Lemb is defined as

VTi:ck ¼ tanh Wemb � LðTi:ckÞð Þ;
where Wemb 2 RX�Y is a matrix, tanhð�Þ is the activation
function, which is widely adopted in representation learn-
ing algorithms, like TransE [15], TransR [14], etc., and is
denoted as

tanhðxÞ ¼ ex � e�x

ex þ e�x
:

After getting the representation of Ti:ck, the same represen-
tation process is used to map Ti:mk to VTi:mk

. Then we concat
these two vectors and input the connected vector to a linear
layer Lfc, which can be denoted as

VTi ¼ tanhðWfc � ðVTi:ck 	 VTi:mk
Þ þ bfcÞ;

where Wfc 2 R2Y�Y and bfc 2 R2Y are the linear transfor-
mation matrix and bias matrix of Lfc, respectively. 	 is
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the concatenation operator, e.g., if V1 ¼ ½1; 2�, V2 ¼ ½3; 4�,
then V1 	 V2 ¼ ½1; 2; 3; 4�. The representation process of
nodes is the same with the representation of tasks but
with different weights and bias. The representation of Nj

is denoted as VNj
.

Different from the representations of tasks and nodes,
the representation of the environment Ek during time slot
tk is more complex, since the task scheduling decisions are
made based on the overall knowledge which includes the
resource requests, resource availabilities, etc. First, to deal
with dynamic number of tasks and nodes with different
states, the resource requirements of tasks and the remain-
ing resource capacities of nodes of the environment are
divided and transferred to distributions of resource levels.
The process is described as follows. 1) Two zero matrices
Rtask and Rnode are initialized with dimensions of RX�X,
which store the distributions of resource level of task
requests and node remaining capacities, respectively. 2)
For Rtaskði; jÞ in matrix Rtask, the value is updated during
each time slot tk as follows:

Rtaskði; jÞ ¼
X

1fLðTh:ckÞ¼igfLðTh:mkÞ¼jgfTh:t0¼tkg
countðThÞ;

where countðThÞ is the number of Th. Similarly, for Rnodeði; jÞ
in matrix Rnode, the value Rnodeði; jÞ is updated as follows:

Rnodeði; jÞ ¼
X

1fLðNh:ckÞ¼igfLðNh:mkÞ¼jg
countðNhÞ:

With these distributions, no matter how many nodes and
tasks in EC, the same representations of the environment
with the same trained model can be easily used for the
representation of the global system environment, which
provides very good scalability as compared with existing
approaches. Then, the distributions are input to a CNN
layer Lcnn and a max pooling layer Lpool to extract the
knowledge of the environment. CNN is usually used in
image processing to extract the local patterns of images. In
this paper, it is used to extract the potential features of the
environment in EC. In the CNN layer, a task distribution
Rtask of size R

X�X is represented as

R1:X;1:X
task ¼

Rtaskð1; 1Þ 	 � � � 	Rtaskð1; XÞ
� � � � � � � � �

RtaskðX; 1Þ 	 � � � 	RtaskðX;XÞ

2
4

3
5:

In general, let Ri:iþj;k:kþl
task refer to the concatenation of

Rtaskði; kÞ; . . . ; Rtaskði; kþ lÞ; . . . ; Rtaskðiþ j; kÞ; . . . ; Rtaskði þ
j; kþ lÞ. Then, the convolution layer involves a filter
Wcnn 2 Rh�h, which is applied to a window of size h� h to
produce a new value. For example, the feature ci;k is gener-
ated from a window of Ri:iþh�1;k:kþh�1

task by

ci;k ¼ tanh Wcnn �Ri:iþh�1;k:kþh�1
task þ b

� �
;

where b 2 Rh is a bias term. Suchfilter is applied to eachpossi-
blewindow of task distribution to produce a featuremap

c1;X�hþ1 ¼
c1;1 � � � c1;X�hþ1
..
. . .

. ..
.

cX�hþ1;1 � � � cX�hþ1;X�hþ1

2
64

3
75;

where c1;X�hþ1 2 RX�hþ1�X�hþ1. Next, a max-over-time
pooling operation [38] with the max pooling layer Lpool is
applied over each feature map and the maximum value is
taken, e.g., ĉ1;X�hþ1 ¼ maxfc1;X�hþ1g, as the feature corre-
sponding to each particular filter. After that, each maximum
value z ¼ ½ĉ1;1; . . . ; ĉ1;X�hþ1; . . . ; ĉX�hþ1;1; . . . ; ĉX�hþ1;X�hþ1�
is collected and the set z is input to a linear layer Lfcenv to
get the vector of task distribution of environment, which is
described as follows:

VET
k
¼ tanhðWfcenv � zþ bfcenvÞ;

where Wfcenv 2 RðXþh�1Þ�k is the weight of Lfcenv , and
b 2 RXþh�1 is the bias. Similarly, the vector of the node dis-
tribution can be obtained which is denoted as VEN

k
.

Finally, the vectors are connected and the final vector of
the environment is output, which is calculated as follows:

VEk
¼ tanh VET

k
	 VEN

k

� �
:

Now the vector VTiðTi 2 TÞ of the task Ti, the vector
VNj
ðNj 2 NÞ of the nodeNj, and the vector VEk

ðEk 2 EÞ of the

Fig. 2. System representation architecture.
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environment Ek are constructed. As illustrated in Section 3.1,
there are more heterogeneous nodes and devices in the real-
world EC environment, so in order to get a general representa-
tion of nodes, tasks, and resources, etc., such complicated
mathematical notation is necessary. Based on these vectors,
the computation of the corresponding node VNj

according to
VTi and VEk

is further introduced in next sub-section.

4.2 Relation Computation

In this subsection, first, the TransE model [15] is briefly
introduced, then the relation computation model TransEC
is described.

TransE. Given a training setG of triplets ðh; r; tÞ, the basic
idea behind TransE is that hþ r � t when ðh; r; tÞ holds,
while hþ r should be far away from t otherwise. Following
an energy-based framework [39], the energy of a triplet is
equal to dðhþ r; tÞ. For some dissimilarity measure d, it is
measured using either L1 or the L2-norm. The scoring func-
tion is then defined as the distance between hþ r and t, i.e.,

dðhþ r; tÞ ¼ �jjhþ r� tjj1=2:

The score is expected to be large if ðh; r; tÞ holds. As a result,
the loss function of TransE is the margin ranking loss, which
is defined as

LTransE ¼
X

ðh;r;tÞ2G

X
ðh0;r;t0Þ2G0ðh;r;tÞ

½g

þ dðhþ r; tÞ � dðh0 þ r; t0Þ�þ;
where ½x�þ denotes the positive part of x, g > 0 is a mar-
gin hyperparameter, and the set G0ðh;r;tÞ is composed of
training triplets with either the head or tail replaced by a
random entity, but not both at the same time, which is
defined as follows:

G0ðh;r;tÞ ¼ fðh0; r; tÞjh0 2 Eg [ fðh; r; t0Þjt0 2 Eg:

TransEC. Based on TransE, the relation computation
model TransEC is proposed. Compared with TransE, the
vector space of EC is divided into different sub-spaces.
Some changes are made to better apply to EC and the differ-
ences between TransEC and TransE are mainly in two
aspects: the scoring function and the loss function. The
details are described as follows.

Scoring Function. TransE uses hþ r � t as the scoring
function, which means the relation between two entities cor-
responds to a translation of the vectors. Here in EC it has the
same meaning as VTi þ VEk

� VNj
. However, compared with

TransE, the VTi , VEk
and VNj

are in different sub-spaces of
the vector space in EC, as a result, adding up the head entity
VTi and relation VEk

directly has no meaning. To solve this
problem, the vector of the task VTi is mapped to the sub-vec-
tor space of environment by changing the scoring function
to VTi � VEk

� VNj
. By changing the operator from þ to �,

relations among tasks, nodes, and environment can be
established in different sub-spaces. Therefore, the scoring
function is then defined as

d VTi ; VEk
; VNj

� �
¼ � VTi � VEk

� VNj

��� ���:

Loss Function. there exists lots of ready-made data sets in
NLP field, such as Freebase [40], Wikidata[41], etc. Based on
these truthful data sets, TransE can use margin ranking loss
function to learn the representations of entities and relations
fully and can make enough training episodes to make the
different entities far enough from each other. However, in
EC, the task scheduling decision is obtained real-time from
the dynamic environment, and the true labeled solution
cannot be generated in polynomial time due to NP-hard
problem nature. As a result, there are not enough training
triplets to separate the distance among the representation
vectors for the entities. To solve this problem, the loss is
changed into

LTransEC ¼
X

ðTi;NjÞ2ðT;NÞ

X
N 0
j
2N0

j

gTransEC½

þ d VTi ; VE; VNj

� �
� d VTi ; VE; VN 0

j

� �i
þ
;

(2)

where N0j is the set of all nodes except Nj, since the task can
only be assigned to one node, this can make sure the triplets
ðVTi ; VEk

; VNj
Þ not hold.N0j is generated as

N0j ¼ fNijNi 6¼ Nj;Ni 2 Ng:

gTransEC is the margin between correct relation and incorrect
relation, which is defined as

gTransEC ¼ maxðjNj:ck �N 0j:ckj; jNj:mk �N 0j:mkjÞ:

With this loss function, enough distance between the pair of
positive relation and negative relation can be pulled. After
defining the scoring function and loss function, the TransEC
model can be learned as shown in Algorithm 1. The input is
the training set G ¼ fðTi; Ek;NjÞg, the set of entities T and
N, the set of relations E, and the dimension of the vector
space Y . The output is the weights of network with weights
uTransEC whose architecture is denoted in Fig. 2. First, Ti, Nj,
and Ek are initialized with uniform distribution [15] as
shown in line 1 - 7. Then, for each episode, a batch is sam-
pled from G, and Obatch is set as an empty set, as shown in
line 8 - 9. After that, the negative triplets ðTi; Ek;N

0
jÞ is gen-

erated and all triplets are joined to Obatch, as shown in line
10 - 13. Finally, LTransEC is calculated by Eq. (2) and the gra-
dient descent is performed to learning the representations
of entities and relations.

However, the TransEC model cannot be trained ade-
quately to get well-represented vectors of entities and rela-
tions due to lack of enough labeled data. DQL is a method
which does not need labeled data set, and can cope with
environmental changes with dynamic decision-making.
Besides, TransEC model can solve the dimensional disaster
of DQL by vector representations. In the next section, a
DQL based task scheduling algorithm is introduced, which
modifies and combines TransEC and is suitable for learning
TransEC and making scheduling decisions in EC.

5 TASK SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

In this section, reinforcement learning algorithms are
adopted to attain task scheduling decisions. Among different
reinforcement learning algorithms, DQL [10], combinedwith
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Q-learning and DeepNeural Network (DNN), has the advan-
tage in rapid decision-making, which is suitable for EC. Rein-
forcement learning is based on the settings of state, action,
and reward, which are introduced in Section 5.1. With the
help of representation learning, the significant amount of state
knowledge for DQL is reduced to a lower dimension, the
TransEC-DQL algorithm is proposed in Section 5.2.

Algorithm 1. Learning TransEC

Input:G,T,N, E, Y
Output: uTransEC
1: Initialize E  uniformð�1; 1Þ for each E 2 E
2: E  E=jjEjj for each E 2 E
3: Ti  uniformð�1; 1Þ for each Ti 2 T
4: Nj  uniformð�1; 1Þ for each Nj 2 N
5: for k 2 1; jtj do
6: Ti  Ti=jjTijj for each Ti 2 T
7: Nj  Nj=jjNjjj for each Nj 2 N
8: Gbatch  sampleðG; batchÞ
9: Obatch  ;
10: for fðTi; E;NjÞg 2 Gbatch do
11: N 0j  sampleðN0jÞ
12: Obatch  Obatch [ fððTi; E;NjÞ; ðTi; E;N

0
jÞÞg

13: end for
14: Calculate LTransEC by Eq. (2)
15: uTransEC ¼ argminuTransECLTransEC

16: end for
17: end

5.1 Reinforcement Learning Settings

In reinforcement learning algorithms, for each time slot tk,
the reinforcement learning agent collects system state Sk,
and calculates the reward Rk�1 during last time slot tk�1.
Then, the agent selects action Ak according to pre-defined
strategy. After performing the action, the system would
transit to the new state Skþ1 in the next time slot. Similarly,
the agent calculates reward Rk and chooses new action Akþ1
according to pre-defined strategy.

The system state is based on the environment Ek and the
current arrival task Ti. Generally, the tasks are handled
according to the arrival time, and if there are more than one
task arriving at the same time, they are handled one by one
[13]. Thus, let Sk ¼ fðEk; TiÞg 2 S denote the system state of
task Ti during time slot tk, where S ¼ fðEk; TiÞjEk 2 E; Ti 2
Tg is the set of states.

The target is to select a suitable node to place the task, so the
action set during tk is defined as Ak 2 A ¼ fN1;N2; . . .Nng,
whereA is the set of all possible actions.

We focus on minimizing the total cost over time. Com-
pared with traditional reinforcement learning, a training
frequency f is set, i.e., for each f time slots, the reward is
calculated. The reward Rk is defined as

Rk ¼ Pk�f � Pk þK � ðSLAVk�f � SLAVkÞ:

Among all kinds of reinforcement learning algorithms,
Q-learning algorithm has an advantage in fast computation,
which is consistent with the requirement of rapid decision-
making in EC. In such algorithms, the quality of each state-
action pair ðSk;AkÞ is indicated by Q-value QðSk;AkÞ, which

is stored in Q-matrix. The Q-matrix is initialized to a zero
matrix, and each element in Q-matrix indicates the
QðSk;AkÞ of corresponding state-action pair.

The large size of S andA could result in the large size of Q-
matrix. To solve the problem, DQL, which combines Q-learn-
ingwith DNN, can extract the reward information and store it
in deepQ-network [17]. Besides, with the TransECmodel, the
DNN can be further improved with less computation
resource. The TransEC-DQL algorithm is proposed, which
combines the TransEC model and DQL algorithm. In the
TransEC-DQL algorithm, the Q-matrix (or Q-network) is
replaced by the vector space. The system state is first repre-
sented as vectors of the environment and task, then the corre-
sponding Q-values is calculated according to different state-
action pairs. The details are described in the next subsection.

Algorithm 2. TransEC-DQL

Input: u, u0,D,D0

Output: Ak

1: Initialize u, u0,D,D0

2: for episode = 1; k do
3: Observe state S0

4: for k ¼ 0; jtj do
5: Get task Ti

6: Generate random number f
7: if f > � then
8: Select best action according to Eq. (6)
9: else
10: Select action according to Eq. (7)
11: end if
12: Observe Skþ1
13: Push ðS;A; S0Þ toD0

14: if tmod f ¼ 0 then
15: Calculate Rk

16: Get history fromD0

17: UpdateD and clearD0

18: Optimize u by Algorithm 3.
19: end if
20: Output Ak

21: end for
22: end for
23: end

5.2 TransEC-DQL Algorithm

In Q-learning algorithm, each QðSk�1; Ak�1Þ can be updated
online with the learning rule

QðSk�1; Ak�1Þ  ð1� aÞQðSk�1; Ak�1Þ
þ a Rk�1 þ g �maxAk

QðSk;AkÞ
� �

;
(3)

where a is the learning rate and g is the discount parameter.
At the beginning of each time slot, the Q-learning agent

first observes the task and environment knowledge from the
system as the state. After that, it chooses an action according
to �-greedy algorithm, which consists of exploration and
exploitation [42]. In �-greedy algorithm, a threshold � is set in
advance, and a random number f is generated each time.
When f > �, the action is selected by exploitation. The agent
selects the best action Ak ¼ argmaxAk

QðSk;AkÞ according to
the Q-values stored in Q-matrix. Otherwise, the action is
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selected by exploration. The agent attempts to get rid of local
optimization by selecting a random action.

The environment Ek would be updated according to the
action. The agent observing the next state will push the
state, the action, and the corresponding reward to the expe-
rience replay memory. At the end of each time slot, the
agent samples some experience from the experience replay
memory and trains the network. Then, it optimizes the net-
work parameters using gradient descent.

To provide more stability when training the network, the
target network and policy network are introduced [10]. Tar-
get network provides stable QðSk;Ak; u

0Þ, where u0 is the
weights of the target network. And policy network with
weights u is used for training and parameter update. The
weights for the target network are copied from the policy
network after every certain training steps. The network
architecture of policy network is set the same as the task and
environment parts of TransEC model (the layers which out-
put VTi and VEk

in Fig. 2). The training object of our DQL
based algorithm is defined as

LðuÞ ¼ E½ðyk �QðSk;Ak; uÞÞ2�;
where QðSk;Ak; uÞ is the output of policy network, and yk is
defined as

yk ¼ Rk þ g maxQðSkþ1; Akþ1; u0Þ; (4)

Furthermore, the max operator maxQðSkþ1; Akþ1; u0Þ in
Eq. (4) uses the same Q-values both to choose and to evalu-
ate an action. This makes it more likely to select overesti-
mated values, which will result in overoptimistic estimates.
To solve this problem, two Q-value functions arelearned by
assigning experiences randomly to update one of them in
Double Q-learning [18]. One function is used to determine
the maximizing action, and the other one is used to estimate
its Q-value. With these two functions, the action selection is
decoupled from the evaluation.

In deep Q-learning algorithm, the target network pro-
vides a natural candidate for the second value function.
Therefore, the policy network can be used to evaluate the
greedy policy, and the target network can be used to esti-
mate its value, as proposed in Double DQN [43]. The target
ydk is then defined as

ydk ¼ Rk þ gQðSkþ1; arg max
A

QðSkþ1; A; uÞ; u0Þ: (5)

The main algorithm flow of TransEC-DQL is shown in
Fig. 3. First, the state Sk is obtained from the environment

and the arriving task. Then, the Q-network outputs Vtask env

and an action is selected by the agent. After that, the reward
tuple ðSk;Ak; Rk; Skþ1Þ is stored in the replay memory D.
Finally, the Q-network and double Q-network output the
necessary Q-values for calculating the loss and updating the
weights of the network.

The specific TransEC-DQL algorithm is shown in Algo-
rithm 2. First, the weights of policy network and target net-
work are initialized with the replay memory D and
temporary memory D0. Replay memory D is used to store
the transitions ðSk;Ak; Rk; S

0
kÞ for experience replay [17],

and temporary memory D0 is used to store the temporary
transitions consist of ðSk;Ak; S

0
kÞ.

For each episode, first, an initial state S0 is observed.
Then, for each time slot, the task Ti whose Ti:t0 ¼ tk is
obtained, and action is selected according to �-greedy algo-
rithm, as shown in lines 5 - 11. The best action selection
shown in lines 7 - 9 is according to the output of the target
network as follows:

Ak ¼ arg max
Ai

Q Sk;Ai; u
0ð ÞjAi 2 Nð Þ: (6)

Otherwise, the action is selected according to the scoring
function, which is defined as

Ad
k ¼ arg max

Ai

ðdðVTi ; VEk
; VAi
ÞjAi 2 NÞ; (7)

where VAi
is the vector of node Nj ¼ Ai, which is pre-

trained, e.g., one-hot encoding [44]. By doing so, the node
with maximum score is obtained, and further used to train
the Q-network.

Algorithm 3. Training of TransEC-DQL

Input:D
Output: u
1: SampleDk 
 D

2: for ðSðjÞk�1; AðjÞk�1; RðjÞk�1; SðjÞk Þ inDk do

3: Calculate QðSðjÞk ; A
ðjÞ
k ; u0Þ

4: Calculate ydk by Eq. (5)
5: end for
6: u ¼ argminuLTransEC

7: From time to time reset u0 ¼ u

8: Return u

9: end

After that, the next state Skþ1 is observed, and the transi-
tions ðSk;Ak; S

0
kÞ is pushed to the temporary memory D0, as

Fig. 3. TransEC-DQL algorithm.
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shown in lines 12 - 13. In lines 14 - 19, the policy network is
trained from time to time, e.g., at the end of every three
time slot, and if the current time slot is the training time
slot, the reward Rk is calculated, and the history is read
from D0. Then, the transitions from D0 combined with the
same Rk are added to D. By using the same Rk, the agent
can take the before and after time slots into consideration.
The temporary knowledge in D0 is cleared. After that, we
do the experience replay and optimize the policy network
by Algorithm 3. Finally, the action Ak is output.

In Algorithm 3, first, some transitions are sampled from
replay memory D. Then, for each sampled transition, the Q-
value QðSðjÞk ; A

ðjÞ
k ; u0Þ and yk are calculated. Finally, the gra-

dient descent for the policy network is computed once every
certain training steps, and the target network is copied from
the policy network.

5.3 Convergence and Computational Complexity
Analysis

The convergence of the TransEC-DQL algorithm is analyzed
as follows. It has been proven that Q-learning will gradually
converge to the optimal policy under stationary MDP sys-
tem and sufficiently small learning rate [45]. Besides, the
learning rule given in Eq. (3) converges to the optimal Q-
function as long as

P
k akðS;AÞ ¼ 1 and

P
k a

2
kðS;AÞ � 1

for all ðS;AÞ 2 S� A [46], where akðS;AÞ is the learning rate
at Tk. Hence, the DQL-based task scheduling algorithms
will converge to the optimal policy when (1) the system
evolves as a stationary memoryless MDP, (2) the learning
rate is sufficiently small and (3) the DNN is sufficiently
accurate to return the action with optimal QðSk;AkÞ esti-
mate. In this paper, the MDP characteristics have been ana-
lyzed in Section 3.2. Besides, the learning rate is sufficiently
small (0 � ak � 1) in our problem, and the convergence of
DQL has been illustrated in [17]. In short, the TransEC-DQL
algorithm is convergent, and the experimental results will
demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.

For computational complexity, as illustrated in Sec-
tion 3.1, there are m tasks and n nodes. Let l denote the
batch size. The main process of the system consists of two
parts: the learning process of TransEC model and the deci-
sion-making process of TransEC-DQL algorithm. For the
learning process of TransEC in Algorithm 1, the time com-
plexity is Oðmþ nþ lÞ at time slot tk. Besides, for Algo-
rithms 2 and 3, the time complexity of action selection,
state observation, and reward calculation in Algorithm 2 is
OðnÞ, OðnþmÞ and OðnþmÞ, respectively. And the time
complexity for training of TransEC-DQL in Algorithm 3 is
OðlÞ. In short, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is
Oðmþ nþ lÞ. To sum up, the algorithms have polynomial-
time complexity.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the algorithms are evaluated through the fol-
lowing two key points:

1) The influences of different hyper-parameters and
parameters settings.

2) The effectiveness of our TransEC model compared
against traditional DQL algorithm.

The experimental settings are introduced in Section 6.1,
and then the experimental results are reported and ana-
lyzed in Section 6.2.

6.1 Experimental Settings

Data Pre-Processing. The data set used in our experiment is
chosen from the Google cluster trace [47], [48]. With proper
pre-processing, this data trace can be used in virtualized
cloud, EC, etc. [49]. The raw trace data contains statistics of
about 12.5k servers during 29 days in May 2011, and the
size of it is larger than 40 GB. In Google cluster, work arrives
at a cell, which is a set of servers, in the form of jobs, and a
job is comprised of one or several tasks. In total, six kinds of
data tables are provided in this cluster trace, which are the
job events, task events, machine events, machine attributes,1

task constraints, and task usage.
Since the data trace is enormous, first, the entire data set

is sampled and the features are extracted. The tables of task
events and task usage are used to extract the arriving task
information, and the table of machine attributes is used to
extract the machine information which is used as the CPU
and memory capacity of nodes. Since there are some con-
flicts in the tables of task events and task usage, these two
tables need to be merged together, and some null or illegal
values are deleted. Then, the CPU and memory capacities
of nodes are extracted from the merged table. As for task
information, the start time, end time, and duration need to
be obtained. The first and last time slot of one task is consid-
ered as the start time and end time of this task, respectively.
The durations of tasks can be calculated based on the start
time and the end time.

After pre-processing, about 1� 105 tasks and 100 nodes
are extracted from Google cluster data. 50 percent of the
data is used as a training set, 20 percent is used as a valida-
tion set, and the remaining 30 percent is used as a test set.

Moreover, since the raw data of resource requirements
and capacities are floating numbers, it cannot be converted
in vector representations directly. According to Section 4.1,
all values are divided into X þ 1 levels between their maxi-
mum value and minimum value, and each value can be
graded into one level by rounding.

Baselines. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our models,
the following methods are adopted as baselines for perfor-
mance comparison:

1) Greedy: This is a popular algorithm which always
chooses the best action during the current time slot
according to the minimum total cost.

2) PABFD: The Power Aware Best Fit Decreasing
(PABFD) algorithm [50] is an improvement of the
BFD algorithm [51], it sorts all the nodes in the
decreasing order of their current CPU utilization and
allocates each task to a node that provides the least
increase of the energy consumption caused by the
allocation.

3) TDQL: It is a Traditional DQL (TDQL) method which
combines Q-learning with a three-layer DNN.

1. The word ‘node’ is used in this paper, ‘machine events’ and
‘machine attributes’ are the names of tables in Google cluster trace.
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4) TransEC-TDQL: It is a TDQL method which com-
bines Q-learning with a TransEC model (without
double Q-learning).

For TDQL algorithm, the amount of parameters used to
represent the environment is increased as the number of
nodes and tasks increases (while the TransEC-DQL algorithm
is learned by representation and the amount of parameters
required is certain). In real-world EC scenarios, TDQL algo-
rithm cannot be executed since the number of nodes and tasks
are in millions. As a result, to be able to compare with tradi-
tional methods, in the experiment the representation of envi-
ronment is also used in TDQL algorithm.

EvaluationMethods. The experiments are conducted follow-
ing these steps: 1) To compare the performance of different
hyper-parameters and select the proper hyper-parameters,
experimentswith different b, number of nodes are conducted,
and total reward, energy consumption, and SLAV are
observed. 2) To compare the effectiveness of the proposed
models against TDQL algorithm, the memory usage of GPU
is recordedwhen running the differentmodels.

Parameter Settings. The dimension of vector space Y is set
to 10. The reward calculation frequency and training fre-
quency of reinforcement learning is set to 3. The � is set to
0.4 and changed over time as [52]

� �1 þ ð�0 � �1Þ � e�step=200;

where �0 ¼ 0:4, �1 ¼ 0:05, and the step is training step. The
target network is updated every 7 episodes. The discount
parameter g is set to 0.4. The selections of these parameters
are based on our experiments as shown in Fig. 4, and are
described in the next subsection.

Besides, theX which denotes the number of resource lev-
els is set to 100. The number of CNN layers is 1 and the

number of linear layers is also 1. The sizes of filters of the
CNNs for task distribution and node distribution are set to
ð3; 5Þ and ð3; 3Þ, respectively. And the filter numbers of all
CNNs are set to 1. The kernel size of max-pooling layer is
set to (3,3). Finally, the energy model of each node are
shown in Table 1 [32].

6.2 Experimental Results

The experimental results are introduced in this section.
First, the results of hyper-parameter selection are described.
Then the performance with different parameters and the
advantages against TDQL are shown.

Hyper-Parameter Selection. The hyper-parameter selec-
tions are based on the validation set, and the results are
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, for better comparison, b is set to
500. First, as shown in Fig. 4a, the cost of different embed-
ding dimension of vector space Y is shown. The Y is set to
10 since the cost is minimal when Y ¼ 10. This is because
larger dimensions lead to inadequate training, while smaller
dimensions cause overfitting of the network. Second, for
reward calculation frequency shown in Fig. 4b, the total cost
is minimal when frequency equals to 3. The reason is that a
larger frequency will cause reward to consider too many
subsequent actions which reduces the impact of the previ-
ous action, while a smaller frequency cannot fully consider
the after-effect of the current action.

Fig. 4. Hyper-parameter selection.

TABLE 1
Energy Consumption at Different CPU Utilization (Watts)

CPU Utilizationð%Þ 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

HP ProLiant G4 86 89.4 92.6 96 99.5 102
CPU Utilizationð%Þ 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
HP ProLiant G4 106 108 112 114 117
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Third, from Fig. 4c, the performance of different training
frequencies is shown. The total cost is minimal when train-
ing frequency equals 3. The results show that the proper
training frequency can take enough and sufficient knowl-
edge of other time slots for decision-making of task schedul-
ing and improve the cost. Then, the performance of different
target network update frequencies is shown in Fig. 4d. With
proper update frequency which equals to 7, the target net-
work can provide a stable target Q value while effectively
reduce the cost.

Finally, the performance of different discount parameter
g and � is shown in Figs. 4e and 4f, respectively. g is used to
measure the impact of the future Q-value when updating
the Q-value. By choosing the appropriate g, we can well
consider the impact of current and future actions. Besides, �
is used to determine the ratio of the selection of the best
action and random action. By setting a reasonable �, a good
trade-off can be made between exploration and exploitation.

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4, the hyper-parameters have
little effect on our experimental results, so our TransEC
model and TransEC-DQL algorithm have a high robustness.

Performance With Different Parameters. The parameter b

and node number are evaluated as follows.
Performance With Different b. Experiments with different b

in Problem 1 are conducted, the performances of the energy
consumption, SLAV, and total cost of TransEC-DQL,
TransEC-TDQL, Greedy, PABFD, and TDQL are shown in
Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c, respectively. From Fig. 5a, it is obvious
that the energy consumption of TransEC-DQL is less than
the TransEC-TDQL, Greedy, PABFD, and TDQL algorithms
of all different b values. Besides, Fig. 5b shows that the
SLAV of four algorithms is ordered as TransEC-DQL <
TransEC-TDQL < TDQL < PABFD < Greedy. And the
performance of SLAV of TransEC-DQL is much less than
Greedy and PABFD algorithms. The results show that the
proposed TransEC-DQL improve the SLAV significantly. In
addition, in Fig. 5c, the total cost consists of energy con-
sumption and SLAV with different b is shown. It can be
concluded that the proposed TransEC-DQL algorithm is
better than the other three algorithms.

Performance With Different Node Numbers. Experiments
with different node numbers are conducted, the performances
of the energy consumption, SLAV, and total cost are shown in
Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c, respectively. Fig. 6a shows that the energy
consumption of TransEC-DQL is less than that of TransEC-
TDQL, Greedy, PABFD, and TDQL algorithms. The reason is
thatmore consideration of energy consumption is taken in the
proposed algorithm. The SLAV performance of four different
algorithms is shown in Fig. 6b, which is ordered as TransEC-
DQL < TransEC-TDQL < TDQL < PABFD < Greedy.
Besides, as shown in Fig. 6c, the total cost of TransEC-DQL is
less than PABFD, Greedy, and TDQL algorithms. In short,
the TransEC-DQL algorithm is better than three baseline
algorithms.

To sum up, our proposed algorithms outperform the
baselines 18.04 and 9.94 percent on average regarding
energy consumption and SLAV, respectively.

Advantage against TDQL. To show the advantage of the pro-
posed TransECmodel against DNN, we compare the compu-
tation resource consumption when running our algorithm
against TDQL algorithm. The comparison results are shown
inTable 2. The values are the average of 5 experimental results
of TransEC-DQL, TransEC-TDQL (without the optimization
of double Q-learning), and TDQL algorithms, respectively.
From Table 2, it is evident that the proposed TransEC-DQL
algorithmneeds less computation resource.

Beside, the time consumptions for decision-making and
training of different algorithms are shown in Table 3, where
TE-DQL and TE-TDQL are short for TransEC-DQL and
TransEC-TDQL, respectively. From Table 3, it can be con-
cluded that although the time consumption for decision-
making of TransEC-DQL is longer than PABFD and Greedy
algorithms, it is still short enough for EC scenarios. The
training time is longer than TransEC-TDQL, because double
Q-learning needs to find the action with the maximum Q-
value by outputting all Q-values in the Q-network first, and
then calculate the Q-value for the max action again in the
target network. However, it is still acceptable for training in
EC scenarios.

Fig. 5. Performance with different b.

TABLE 2
GPU Memory Usage Comparison (MB)

TransEC-DQL TransEC-TDQL TDQL

673 713 983

TABLE 3
Time Consumption for Decision-Making and Training (s)

TE-DQL TE-TDQL TDQL PABFD Greedy

Decision 0.0127 0.0132 0.0066 0.0002 0.00005
Training 0.4038 0.3015 0.3326 - -
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7 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we are the first to propose the combination
of representation algorithms and reinforcement learning
algorithms to solve the task scheduling in EC. First, the
entities and relations of EC are defined, and the task sched-
uling problem is formulated. Then, the embeddings of the
entities in EC are defined, and the relation computation
model is proposed. Third, to train the embedding vectors
and make the task scheduling decisions, a DQL based
learning algorithm has been proposed. The experimental
results show that the performance of our algorithm outper-
forms the three baseline algorithms which can represent
the state of the art technology.

This paper is our first work towards the combination of
representation learning and reinforcement learning for task
scheduling in EC. We explore the possibility of combining
them, and the experiment proved that our exploration is
effective.

However, there are still many remaining research topics
for this area. For example, considering the advancement of
the network structure in the field of natural language proc-
essing in recent years, the CNN used in this paper is rela-
tively simple, and the capacity of the model and the ability
to extract represented relations are limited. Therefore, we
may consider to use a more advanced structure, like PCNN
[53], self-attention [54], etc., to replace the CNN.
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